
WHOLESALE - RETAIL TRADE 
CENTER



PJSC «Concern AVEC and Co» is 
a successful business structure in 
commercial real estate of Ukraine

AVEC Group of companies is a successful 
company that works in the field of 
commercial real estate in Ukraine. Joint 
Stock Company «Concern AVEC and Co» 
was established in 1994

The key competence of AVEC Group of 
companies is a commercial property. The main 
asset of the Group of companies - wholesale 
and retail trade park «Barabashovo» - was 
created in 1996. 

At the moment, «Barabashovo» is the largest 
wholesale and retail complex in Central 
and Eastern Europe and occupies the 14th 
place in the ranking of the largest markets 
in the world. Rentable area of 330,000 
square meters covers a land area of over 75 
hectares and yearly generates a pure income 
of more than $75 million with an operating 
profitability of about 50%.

In 2013-14 within the Development strategy 
of «Barabashovo» the management of the 
group of companies plans to implement 
a number of investment projects aimed 
at increasing trading park’s traffick and 
operating efficiency 





History

Years

Stages

Options

Options

Visualization

1991-1996

Beginning

Business Idea
Engaging of the 
investments
Finding an area
Beginning of project 
realization

1000 trading places
20 hectares



1997-2003

Aggressive 
development

Involvement of 
tenants Ukrainian
Infrastructure 
projects: ingeneering, 
roads, etc.
Expansion of the 
product range

5000 trading places
50 hectares

2004-2013

Extension

Involvement of 
foreign tenants
Reconstruction
Realization of the 
marketing programs

13000 trading places
60 hectares
The staff is 1500 
employees

2013-present

Modernization

The concept and the 
development plan for 
2013-2018
The introduction of 
modern management 
systems
Rebranding
IT systems

18000 trading places
75 hectares
Upgrading



Hhy is «Barabashovo»?

Professional facility 
management team

Tenants: 
12,000 entrepreneurs and 

55,000 employees

Staff: 
1,500 people serve the 

wholesale and retail 
complex

Customers: 
70,000 retail customers, 

5000 wholesale ones

Location: 
within the city, high 

traffic flow and 
interchange

Rentable area: 
75 hectares, 350,000 
square meters, 18,000 

trading places





TC «Barabashovo» is the largest wholesale and retail trading park in 
Central and Eastern Europe

The source is analysis of the AVEC team 

The road to Moscow (30 km 
to the border), 20,000 cars 
per day

95% of trading areas 
are under the roof

The largest 
residential area of 
Kharkov (2 km)



Subway station, bus, trolley 
bus, minibus stops 90,000 
people a day

The oldest part of 
the trading center

The road to Kiev

Downtown (4 km)



Product categories

Main countries distributors



Main countries distributors Product categories, %

Other

Baby 
products

Building
materials

Household
goods

Shoes

Clothes



TODAY “BARABASHOVO” IS:

70 000 people per day

18000 trading places

20 000 cars per day

Developed urban transport infrastructure 
(metro, public transport)



TODAY “BARABASHOVO” IS:

Russian wholesale customers

The largest wholesale trading center 
in the Eastern Ukraine and the south 
of Russia

Center of medium and small 
businesses in the Eastern Ukraine



FUTURE PROJECTS

The projects’ visualization: reconstruction of the module of shopping 
facilities and construction of roads.

Location of a reconstruction object 

Trading areas

The road and parking places



FUTURE PROJECTS

Visualization of the project: «Lake 2»

Location of the object Object’s scheme

Trading areas



VARIANTS OF COOPERATION

Rent of retail spaces

Joint investment projects

Supply of products

Provision of services


